Abstract: Visually stressful striped patterns with a spatial frequency (SF) of around 3 cycles per degree (cpd) can induce perceptual illusions/distortions and visual discomfort in most people, headaches in patients with migraine, and seizures in patients with photosensitive epilepsy. Patterns with SF 0.3 cpd have no such effects and are not uncomfortable to look at (non-stressful). The effects of the striped patterns on visual cortical activation have been investigated, but their effects on the visual cortical network remain to be studied. A prolonged visual stimulation with stressful patterns may alter the functional connections within the visual system, and their relationship with other networks. Using resting-state fMRI, this study revealed that the functional connections within the visual system were significantly enhanced by visually stressful stimulation. The functional connectivity between V1 and other brain regions was also significantly modified. Non-stressful stimulation produced no such significant effects. More importantly, the effects outlasted the stimulation, and this applied both to those effects within and those beyond the visual cortex, suggesting that repeated prolonged visual stimulation with stressful patterns may alter functional connections of the brain and this might be utilized as a visual neuromodulation approach for treatments of visually triggered headaches in migraine patients and visually induced seizures in patients with photosensitive epilepsy. Hum Brain Mapp 38:5474-5484, 2017.
INTRODUCTION
A striped pattern with spatial frequency (SF) of 3 cycles per degree (cpd) can induce perceptual illusions/distortions and visual discomfort in most people, headaches in patients with migraine, and seizures in patients with photosensitive epilepsy [Wilkins, 1995; Wilkins et al., 1984] . This pattern provokes maximal perceptual illusions and visual discomfort, and is also most unpleasant (stressful) to look at. In contrary, a striped pattern with SF 0.3 cpd does not induce such effects and is not unpleasant at all to look at. The only difference between these stressful and non-stressful striped patterns is the spatial period. In comparison to a stressful striped pattern, a squared pattern (checkerboard) with the same SF is less aversive [Wilkins, 1995] , suggesting that the visual cortex is likely to be responsible for the pattern-induced visual symptoms. This is because it is the primary visual cortical neurons but not the retinal ganglion and lateral geniculate cells which maximally respond to a long narrow rectangle of light or edge Wiesel, 1962, 1968] .
Neurons in visual cortical areas V1 and V2 respond selectively not only to oriented long narrow rectangles of light, but also selectively to the SF of striped patterns [Foster et al., 1985] . For both V1 and V2 neurons, typical SF-selective response curves exhibit a SF-tuning feature that is maximized at an optimal SF; the response decreases markedly to SFs higher or lower than the optimal SF. The histogram of these optimal SFs distribution is, however, dramatically different for V1 neurons and V2 neurons. The largest percentage of the V1 neurons with optimal SF is at 2.8 cpd. A contrast sensitivity study shows that the SF of the maximal sensitivity occurs at approximately 3 cpd under photopic levels of illumination (mean luminance 500 cd/m 2 ) [Campbell and Robson, 1968] , similar to that of the maximum of the optimal SF distribution of the V1 neurons, suggesting the latter might be responsible for the former. This optimal SF distribution might also be responsible for the maximal pattern-induced perceptual illusions and visual discomfort at 3 cpd [Huang and Cao, 2012] . The largest percentage of the V2 neurons with optimal SF is shifted to 0.75 cpd, indicating a low-pass SF-tuning in V2. This SF shift in the maximum of the histogram from 2.8 cpd in V1 to 0.75 cpd in V2 signifies the importance of the low-pass SF-tuning in normal information processing from V1 to V2.
The non-invasive blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) technique has evolved as a major neuroimaging tool for studying human brain functions at large-scale neural activity [Kwong et al., 1992; Logothetis, 2008; Ogawa et al., 1990] . In a typical fMRI study with a spatial resolution of 3 3 3 3 3 mm 3 , an activated voxel may contain over million neurons and its corresponding BOLD signal change measures the activity-induced change from a pooled activity of this neuron population [Logothetis, 2008] . For healthy humans, BOLD-fMRI studies showed that the maximal cortical activation is at 3 cpd in V1, but is shifted to 0.3 cpd in V2, consistent with the histograms of the V1 and V2 neurons, respectively [Huang et al., 2011; Singh et al., 2000] . The maximal cortical activation at 0.3 cpd in V2 likely reflects the maximal response from the largest percentage of the V2 neurons with optimal SF 0.75 cpd. As the V1 output is the main input of V2, the smaller cortical activation at 3 cpd in V2, however, seems to suggest an inhibitory neural response to the output of the maximal response to 3 cpd from the largest percentage of the V1 neurons with optimal SF 2.8 cpd. If this is true, an insufficient inhibitory neural response in V2 would manifest as visual cortical hyper-response that could be responsible for pattern-induced illusions, discomfort, headaches and seizures [Huang and Cao, 2012] .
Early fMRI studies demonstrated that visually triggered migraine symptoms in patients with migraine with aura are linked with visual cortical BOLD signal changes [Cao et al., 1999 [Cao et al., , 2002 . One fMRI study also elicited the source of aura-related BOLD signal changes located in extrastriate visual cortex (V3A) rather than in V1 [Hadjikhani et al., 2001] . Our early fMRI study found that the stressful striped pattern-provoked perceptual illusions in patients with migraine with aura are associated with the patterninduced hyper-activation in primary visual cortex [Huang et al., 2003] . Our recent fMRI study on migraine showed that the maximal cortical activation was at 3 cpd in both V1 and V2, demonstrating an insufficient inhibitory neural response to SF 3 cpd in V2 [Huang et al., 2011] . Precision ophthalmic tint (POT) lenses have been reported to reduce perceptual illusions, visual discomfort and migraine headaches [Wilkins et al., 1992 [Wilkins et al., , 2002 . Our study also showed that the POT lenses not only reduced the pattern-provoked illusions and discomfort, but also normalized the V2 activation, suggesting the POT-reduced cortical response is responsible for the POT-reduced illusions, discomfort and headaches [Huang et al., 2011] .
The effects of the striped patterns on visual cortical activation have been investigated [Huang et al., 2003 [Huang et al., , 2011 Singh et al., 2000] , but their effects on the visual cortical network remain to be studied. Resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) has been widely used to study functional connections (FC) between regions in the brain, and functionally connected areas across the visual cortex have been well recognized [Biswal et al., 1995; Yeo et al., 2011] . The effect of stressful visual stimulation on human visual cortical FC, however, remains to be investigated. Furthermore, it also remains to be investigated how to use the stressful visual stimulation to visually modulate visual cortical hyper-response for preventing visually triggered headaches. A six-week study of chronic worriers showed that the number of stressful pattern-induced illusions reported on non-headache days was significantly correlated with the total number of headaches, suggesting that greater pattern sensitivity was associated with more headaches [Nulty et al., 1987] . Furthermore, the study also found that in the 24 h prior to headache onset illusion susceptibility was enhanced. These results suggest a reduced pattern sensitivity may reduce the frequency of headaches. Stroboscopically induced seizure discharges were modified and ameliorated by repeated extinction trials, showing that it is possible to moderate and even alleviate the dysrhythmia induced by intermittent light stimulation that leads to possibilities for therapy [Forster et al., 1964] . In this study, we conducted two experiments (Exps) to investigate the effects of visual stimulation with stressful versus non-stressful striped patterns on human visual cortical FC. Exp 1 investigated the effects of stressful visual stimulation on visual cortical FC, and Exp 2 investigated the effects of non-stressful visual stimulation on visual cortical FC. Based on the results, we propose a potentially safe, comfortable, and repetitive visual stimulation paradigm to modulate visual cortical FC for prophylactic treatment in patients suffering visually triggered headaches or seizures.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Subjects: Twelve healthy subjects (7 male and 5 female, ages from 19 to 55 with mean 28.4 6 13.6 years) participated in Exp I, and 12 healthy subjects (7 male and 5 female, ages from 22 to 56 with mean 32.7 6 12.2 years) participated in Exp II. (Six of them participated in both Exps I and II, and the interval between the two Exps was about one year.) There was no statistically significant difference in age between the two subject groups (two-tails t-test, P 5 0.42). The Institutional Review Board at Michigan State University approved the study, and written informed consent was obtained from all subjects prior to the study.
Visual Stimulation Paradigm
A visual stimulation paradigm was used to determine the effects of visual stimulation with stressful or nonstressful striped patterns on the visual cortical FC. The paradigm consists of alternating 2-sec visual stimulation on-and-off for 25 min. The stimulus was a black-andwhite stressful striped pattern with SF 2.8 cpd for Exp I, but a non-stressful striped pattern with SF 0.27 cpd for Exp II. The size of visual field was 23x30 degree visual angle. The striped pattern was vertically oriented with a square-wave luminance profile (mean luminance 171.3 cd/m 2 , Michelson contrast 98.3%), and remained stationary during each of the 2-sec stimulation on period. During the off period, a blank screen with the same mean luminance as the striped pattern was presented. Both the striped pattern and blank screen had a small black square fixation mark at the center of the screen, and the subjects were instructed to focus their eyes on the fixation mark during the whole scan.
Visual Cortical Activation Paradigm
A visual cortical activation paradigm was used to determine the activated voxels in the putative primary visual area V1. The paradigm comprised five alternating 20-sec visual stimulation on-and-off blocks with the stimulus with SF 2.8 cpd and blank screen used in the visual stimulation paradigm for both Exps I and II.
Image Acquisition
Functional brain images were acquired on a GE 3T Signa V R HDx MR scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) with an 8-channel head coil using a gradient echo Echo-PlanarImaging (EPI) pulse sequence (TE/TR 5 28/2,500 ms, flip angle 808, FOV 22 cm, matrix 64 3 64, slice thickness 3.0 mm, and spacing 0.0 mm). Thirty-eight axial slices to cover the brain were scanned, and the first four volume images were discarded. The visual stimuli were projected onto a vertical screen with a 23 3 30 degree visual angle placed inside the magnet bore using a MR-compatible Hyperion digital projection system (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA) placed at the back of the magnet room, and the stimulation presentation was controlled by a PC equipped with E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA). The participants viewed the screen through a mirror mounted on top of the head coil. For the participants who needed vision correction, MR-compatible lenses were used. Head movement was minimized by restraint using tape and cushions. Each subject had four consecutive 12-min rs-fMRI scans under four conditions: (1) eyes fixated on a dim gray fixation mark at the screen center with a black background; (2) and (3) visual stimulation with alternating 2-sec stimulation on-and-off for 25 min; and (4) same as (1). To localize V1, each subject also had a functional localizer scan (200 sec) with the visual cortical activation paradigm. Figure 1 illustrates the flow chart of these five functional scans. Then, high-resolution isotropic (1 mm 3 ) T1-weighted volumetric images were obtained to cover the whole brain. These images were acquired with an inversion recovery fast spoiled gradient-recalled sequence. The timing of the inversion recovery was optimized to suppress the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) signal.
Generation of Visual Cortical Activation Maps
The EPI images from the functional localizer scan were processed with AFNI [Cox, 1996] to yield the stimulationinduced activation maps. The "afni_proc.py" routine in AFNI was used to generate the scripts to process the fMRI data. For each subject, any signal spikes in the signal intensity time courses were first detected and removed. The acquisition timing difference was then corrected for different slice locations. The functional images were aligned to T1-weighted high-resolution volumetric images. With the last functional image as the reference, rigid-body motion correction was done in three translational and three rotational directions. The amounts of motion were estimated and these estimations were modeled in data analysis. For each subject, spatial blurring with a full width half maximum of 4 mm was used to reduce random noise. Finally, to generate the statistical activation maps, at each voxel, regression analysis was performed with the "3dDeconvolve" routine in AFNI [Cox, 1996] against the time course of the visual stimulation paradigm described earlier. In this regression analysis, a gamma function was modeled as the hemodynamic response function; the motion parameters estimated earlier, and the baseline, system-induced signal trends up to second degree of polynomial were also modeled.
Figure 1.
Illustration of the sequence of the five functional scans. Pre-VS: prior to the 25-min visual stimulation; Post-VS: after the 25-min visual stimulation; and VCA: visual cortical activation. The 1-min gap between the second and third scan was used to prepare and start the latter scan. The only difference between Experiments I and II is that, during the 25-min visual stimulation, the stressful pattern was used in the former and the non-stressful pattern was used in the latter, respectively. r Huang and Zhu r r 5476 r
Visual Cortical V1 Seed Selection
Our main goal is to investigate the effects of stressful visual stimulation on visual cortical FC. Based on the visual cortical activation maps and the calcarine sulcus, on each hemisphere, a spherical seed region with a radius of 4 mm was placed to the center of the maximally activated V1 area (i.e., the area with the maximal activation induced by the visual stimulus). To reduce bias caused by the potential difference in the two seeds on the two hemispheres, each of the two seeds was used to generate a FC map, and these two maps were compared to finely adjust the seed positions if necessary to generate a similar FC map for both seeds. Finally, the left and right seeds were combined together to form a V1 seed for each subject. This combined V1 seed was used to generate a visual cortical FC for each of the four RS conditions for each subject.
Rs-fMRI Data Analysis
Overall, the rs-fMRI correlation analysis was conducted using AFNI software with the V1 seed defined above [Fox et al., 2005; Zhu and Majumdar, 2014] . Before the performance of correlation analyses, pre-processing of the rsfMRI time course was needed. The "afni_proc.py" routine in AFNI was used to generate the scripts to pre-process the rs-fMRI data. For each subject, any signal spikes in the signal intensity time courses were first detected and removed. The data points with excess motion (normalized motion derivative > 0.3 or voxel outliers > 10%) were identified and were modeled in analysis. The acquisition timing difference was then corrected for different slice locations. The functional images were aligned to T1-weighted high-resolution volumetric images. With the third functional image as the reference, rigid-body motion correction was done in three translational and three rotational directions. The amounts of motion and motion derivatives were estimated and these estimations were modeled in data analysis. For each subject, spatial blurring with a full width half maximum of 4 mm was used to reduce random noise, and also to reduce effects of intersubject anatomical variation and Talairach transformation variation [Talairach and Tournoux, 1988 ] during group analysis. At each voxel, using the "3dDeconvolve" routine in AFNI [Cox, 1996] , the potentially motion-introduced artifacts estimated earlier, data points found with excess motion, and the baseline, system-induced signal trends up to fifth degree of polynomial were modeled, and then were removed from the time course. The mean signal time courses at the CSF and the white matter were also modeled as nuisance signals. These signals were also removed from the time course with the "3dDeconvolve" routine. A band-pass filter with a range of 0.009 Hz -0.08 Hz was also applied in the "3dDeconvolve" routine [Fox et al., 2005] . The final pre-processed time courses at all brain region voxels were then utilized in correlation analyses. For individual-subject analyses, with the "3dfim1" routine in AFNI, correlation analyses were performed on every voxel of the brain against the time course of the average signal within the V1 seed region to produce a FC map for each of the four RS conditions. The correlation coefficient, that is, the R value, between a voxel's time course and the mean V1 seed time course quantifies the strength of FC between this voxel and the V1 seed. To prepare for group analysis, the R values were converted to Z values through Fisher's Z transformation to improve the normality of the distribution.
Region-of-Interest Analysis
Region-of-interest (ROI) analyses were performed in native space. For each of the four RS conditions, to test the potential effect of significance levels on the analysis and to enhance our confidence on the findings, six FC maps were computed at six levels of significance: (1) P 5 1.0 3 10 25 ; (2) P 5 1.0 3 10 26 ; (3) P 5 1.0 3 10 27 ; (4) P 5 1.0 3 10 28 ; (5) P 5 1.0 3 10 29 ; and (6) P 5 1.0 3 10
210
. For each significance level, the four FC maps were first used to determine an overlapped ROI mask in the visual cortex across all the four RS conditions, and then the mask was used to obtain a ROI-mean R value for each RS condition. Then, for each of the six P-values and each subject group, the groupmean of the ROI-mean R values of the 12 subjects was computed and analyzed to investigate the visual stimulation effect of stressful or non-stressful striped patterns on the FC in the visual cortex, respectively.
Whole-Brain Group Analysis
Whole-brain group analyses were performed in ICBM 452 T1 atlas. In whole-brain group analyses, for each subject group, the correlation maps of all 12 subjects were warped to the ICBM 452 template. Whole-brain ANOVAs were conducted to compare the Z values between different RS conditions with a mixed-effect two-factor model. The visual stimulus condition was the first factor and was modeled as a fixed effect. Subject was the second factor and was modeled as a random effect. The ANOVAs were conducted with the "3dANOVA2" program in AFNI [Cox, 1996] .
Multiple Comparison Correction for Whole-Brain Group Analysis on rs-fMRI
Cluster significances of the whole-brain ANOVAs, described above, were corrected for multiple comparisons using Monte Carlo simulation. First, the spatial smoothness of the image data was estimated using "3dFWHMx" in AFNI [Cox, 1996] . A cluster analysis with the "AlphaSim" software in AFNI was then used to estimate the overall statistical significance with respect to the whole brain. Based on the simulations, a cluster's connectivity was considered significant only if it was within a 1,240 mm 3 cluster in which r Stimulation Alters Functional Connectivity r r 5477 r the voxels were contiguous and each had a voxel-based correlation with the seed corresponding to an uncorrected P 0.005, achieving an effective whole-brain corrected P 0.046.
RESULTS

Similarity of FC Maps between the Left and Right Hemisphere
Two FC maps were produced with the left and right V1 seed, respectively, and visually examined to check the similarity between these two FC maps. They were compared to finely adjust the seed positions if necessary to generate a similar FC map for both seeds, and the final two maps were similar in the visual cortex for each subject. This similarity demonstrates that the visual cortex was functionally well connected between the two hemispheres. The FC map generated with the combined V1 seed was similar as the two FC maps produced with the left and right V1 seeds, and was subsequently used for the ROI analysis to examine the visual stimulation effects of stressful versus nonstressful striped patterns on the visual cortical FC.
ROI Analysis
For each Exp, an overlapped ROI mask in the visual cortex across all the four RS conditions was first obtained for each of the six significance levels and each subject. As expected, the size of the ROI mask in the visual cortex varied with the significance level; the higher the significance level, the smaller the mask size (Table I) . Similar results were obtained from all the six significance levels, demonstrating the independence of the results from the chosen significance level. For simplicity, we only present the results from the lowest and highest two significance levels. For the lowest significance level of P 5 1.0 3 10 25 , the group-mean mask size was 43.8 6 31.4 cm 3 for Exp I and 62.5 6 21.2 cm 3 for Exp II, respectively. Although the mean mask size of the latter is larger than that of the former, they are not significantly different from each other (twotail t-test, P 5 0.10, degrees of freedom [DOF] 5 22). The mask size also showed a large inter-subject variation as reflected in the large standard deviations. For the highest significance level of P 5 1.0 3 10 210 , the group-mean mask size was 25.1 6 20.1 cm 3 for Exp I and 37.2 6 13.7 cm 3 for Exp II, respectively, and they are also not significantly different from each other (two-tail t-test, P 5 0.10, DOF 5 22).
For the baseline RS condition prior to the visual stimulation with the significance level of P 5 1.0 3 10
25
, the R value of the mask ranged from 0.419 to 0.585 with groupmean 0.510 6 0.047 for Exp I and from 0.494 to 0.658 with group-mean 0.550 6 0.061 for Exp II, respectively (Table I) . Although the group-mean R value of the latter is larger than that of the former, they are not significantly different from each other (two-tail t-test, P 5 0.09, DOF 5 22). For the significance level of P 5 1.0 3 10 210 , the R value of the mask ranged from 0.533 to 0.661 with group-mean 0.596 6 0.045 for Exp I and from 0.568 to 0.711 with group-mean 0.625 6 0.048 for Exp II, respectively. Again, these two group-mean R values are also not significantly different from each other (two-tail t-test, P 5 0.15, DOF 5 22), although the latter is larger than the former. For each significance level, to reduce inter-subject and inter-study variations, each ROI-mean R value of the four RS conditions was normalized by dividing it with the baseline ROI-mean R value for each subject, enabling comparisons: (1) between Exps I and II and (2) between the two significance levels.
The visual stimulation effects of the stressful versus non-stressful striped patterns on the FC in the visual cortex are illustrated in Figure 2 . Comparing the RS condition of the first half of the 25-min visual stimulation with that of the baseline prior to the stimulation, the ROI-mean R value was significantly increased (two-tail paired t-test, maximal P 5 0.0077, DOF 5 11), regardless of the stressful or non-stressful stimulation and of the significance levels (Fig. 3A) . The degree of this enhancement was about the same for both stressful and non-stressful stimulation with both significance levels. Comparing the RS condition of the second half of the stimulation with that of the first half, the ROI-mean R value continued to increase for the stressful stimulation. In contrary to this continued enhancement, the ROI-mean R value was reduced back to the baseline R value for the non-stressful stimulation (Fig.  3A) , regardless of the significance levels, showing a significantly contrary effect between the stressful and non- Pre-VS: prior to the visual stimulation; first VS: the first half of the 25-min stimulation; second VS: the second half of the stimulation; Post-VS: after the stimulation; R: correlation coefficient; l 6 r: mean 6 standard deviation.
r Huang and Zhu r r 5478 r stressful striped patterns (two-tail t-test, maximal P 5 0.012, DOF 5 22). For the non-stressful stimulation, after the cessation of the stimulation, the visual cortical FC showed a larger but not significant R value than that in the baseline (two-tail paired t-test, minimal P 5 0.31, DOF 5 11), regardless of the significance levels. For the stressful stimulation, however, after the cessation of the stimulation, the visual cortical FC remained significantly larger than that in the baseline for both significance levels (two-tail paired t-test, maximal P 5 0.0062, DOF 5 11), demonstrating a lasting enhancement effect. Although the visual cortical FC after the stressful visual stimulation is substantially larger than that after the non-stressful visual stimulation (Fig. 3A , post-VS condition), the difference does not reach the statistically significant level of 0.05 (one-tail t-test, minimal P 5 0.061, DOF 5 22). ; *: max P 5 0.0077 (paired t-test, a total of four tests for the two experiments with two significance levels); **: max P 5 0.012 (two-tails t-test, Experiment I vs. II, a total of two tests for the two significance levels); and error bar indicates the standard error of the means. 
Whole-Brain Group Analysis
The whole-brain ANOVAs found significantly modified functional connectivity from other brain regions to V1 (comparing to baseline) during and after the 25-min stressful visual stimulation (Fig. 4) . Besides the significant change on the visual cortex described above, the other notable regions were right and left precentral and postcentral gyri, right and left middle frontal gyri, right and left superior temporal gyri, and left inferior temporal gyrus. All these regions show changes from positive R values at baseline to nearly zero or negative R values. We wish to emphasize the results of ANOVAs that compare pre-and post-stimulation: left inferior frontal gyrus (L IFG), let superior frontal gyrus (L SFG), and left posterior cingulate cortex (L PCC) were significantly more connected to V1 after the cessation of the 25-min stressful visual stimulation (Fig. 5 and Table II ), compared to before this visual stimulation. Before the stressful stimulation was applied, the R values between V1 and these clusters were nearly zero. The R values at these clusters were significantly increased after cessation of the 25-min stressful visual stimulation (Table II) . On the contrary, the whole-brain ANOVAs of this study did not find significant FC changes to V1 comparing before and after the application of the non-stressful stimulation.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The effects of the visual stimulation from stressful versus non-stressful striped patterns on the visual cortical FC were tested with the ROI analysis. The analysis showed that the visual cortical FC was significantly increased during the first half of the 25-min visual stimulation in comparison to the baseline (Fig. 3A) . This enhancement was independent of the stressfulness of the patterns, suggesting it was the basic visual stimulation but not the striped patterns that was mainly responsible for the enhancement during the early phase of the visual stimulation. For the non-stressful stimulation, the visual cortical FC returned back to the baseline level during the second half of the stimulation and remained at that level after the cessation of the stimulation, suggesting a quick adaptation of the visual cortex to the non-stressful stimulation. For the stressful stimulation, however, the visual cortical FC continued to increase during the second half of the stimulation, suggesting an additional enhancement effect of the stimulation on the visual cortical FC that was most likely due to the stressful striped pattern. Furthermore, after the cessation of the stressful stimulation, although the visual cortex FC started to decline as expected, it remained significantly larger than that in the baseline, showing a lasting enhancement effect. As shown in Figure 3A , the similar FC behaviors were observed for both significance levels of 1.0 3 10 25 and 1.0 3 10
210
, showing the independence of these behaviors to the selection of the significance level. After the 25-min visual stimulation, although the difference between non-stressful and stressful stripes does not reach the statistically significant level of 0.05, the corresponding P-value is relatively small (P 5 0.061), and the visual cortical FC after the stressful visual stimulation is substantially larger than that after the non-stressful stimulation at the post-VS condition, as shown in Figure 3A . In addition, contrary to non-stressful stripe that showed no significant difference between the pre-and post-VS conditions, stressful stripe showed a significant difference (P 5 0.0062). Although this one-time visual stressful stimulation-induced effect was acute and relatively short-lived, a repeated stimulation may induce a long-lasting effect.
The dramatically different histograms of the optimal SFs distribution for V1 neurons and V2 neurons might be responsible for the contrary effect of the stressful versus non-stressful striped patterns on the visual cortical FC (Fig. 3A) . Accordingly, it would be very helpful to investigate both activation and FC changes in V1 and V2 in response to the stressful and non-stressful patterns for understanding the underlying mechanisms, but this investigation requires a highly accurate functional segmentation of V1 and V2 on each subject. Although V1 and V2 have their own functions, they are functionally connected. Segmentation with anatomy-based atlas likely leads to some overlapping functional regions between V1 and V2, and is thus not accurate enough for such an investigation. To the best of our knowledge, retinotopic mapping is the only technique that can provide reliably delineated V1 and V2 on each individual subject. In this pilot study, however, we did not acquire fMRI data for retinotopic mapping, and therefore did not investigate the different effects of the stressful versus non-stressful striped visual patterns on the functional connectivity to V1 and V2. The lasting enhancement effect after the stressful stimulation went beyond visual cortex. The FCs between V1 and left IFG, SFG, and PCC were significantly increased (Table II and Fig. 5 ). These significant clusters are nicely mapped to the default-mode network (DMN) subnetworks as described by Yeo et al. [2011] . Specifically, the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) cluster maps to the node at the left ventral prefrontal cortex of the DMN subnetwork B; the more superior cluster found at the L SFG maps to the node at the left dorsal prefrontal cortex (PFCd) of the DMN subnetwork A, and the more inferior cluster found at the left SFG maps to the node at the left medial prefrontal cortex (PFCm) of DMN subnetwork A. The left PCC cluster maps to the node at the DMN subnetwork A. Prior studies largely supported the theory that DMN directly supports internal mentation that is largely detached from the external world [Buckner et al., 2008] . The DMN plays an important role in constructing dynamic mental simulation based on personal experience. In this role, the DMN is coupled to memory systems but not sensory systems. This role is consistent with our data that V1 was only weakly connected to DMN regions before the application of stressful visual stimulation. Interestingly, the V1 FCs to DMN regions significantly increased after the application of stressful stimulation. This enhanced connection between DMN and a sensory system suggests that the DMN can also play a role in monitoring the external environment when a demand is present. This DMN role was originally hypothesized by multiple groups [Gilbert et al., 2007; Hahn et al., 2007; Shulman et al., 1997] and later discussed in the review paper by Buckner et al. [2008] as one possible function. In sum, the possible DMN role in monitoring external environment appears to be in-line with our finding that the 25-min of the stressful visual stimulation enhanced the FC between the DMN and the visual cortex. Contrary to the non-stressful stimulation, the brain could not adapt to the stressful stimulation, and the accumulation of the DMN's continuous monitoring of the stressful pattern might be responsible for producing the enhanced FC between the DMN and the visual cortex. The functional connectivity between V1 and other brain regions appeared quite dynamic during and after stressful visual stimulation (Fig. 4) , reflecting the initial exposure to the stressful stimulation during the first half of the 25-min visual stressful stimulation, and then the potential adaptation stage during the second half of stimulation, and the effect after the removal of the stimulation.
The alternating 2-sec stimulation on-and-off of the 25-min visual stimulation would induce a 0.25 Hz stimulusmodulated temporal signal pattern. This temporal signal pattern, however, should have no direct effect on the FC computation because that the signal time course was band-pass filtered to the range of 0.009 Hz -0.08 Hz. Therefore, the stressful stimulation-enhanced FC across the visual cortex was due to the striped pattern of the visual stimulation, not the direct visual response to the on-off visual stimulation temporal pattern as in typical fMRI studies. The lasting enhancement effect on the FC after the cessation of the stressful stimulation provides a further evidence of this interpretation. This interpretation is also supported by the contrary effect of the non-stressful striped pattern on the visual cortical FC as shown in Figure 3A .
Neuromodulation approaches have been developed and tested for chronic headache treatment with electrical or magnetic stimulation of superficial and deep brain, occipital nerve, vagus nerve, sphenopalatine ganglion (SPG), and spinal cord [Martelletti et al., 2013] . Although the theoretical mechanisms may vary depending on the location and type of stimulation, almost all of these therapies require weeks to months of stimulation for a prophylactic effect to occur, suggesting neuronal plasticity as a possible mechanism [Martelletti et al., 2013] . The treatment effect may also depend on stimulation conditions as evidenced in the observations that low-frequency (LF) SPG stimulation provokes headache attacks while high-frequency (HF) SPG stimulation treats the attacks [Schytz et al., 2013] , and LF repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) reduces cortical excitability while HF rTMS increases it [Martens et al., 2013; Thickbroom, 2007] . This clearly illustrates the dependence of prophylactic treatment on specific stimulation conditions. For this reason, it is important to investigate the cortical response and search for specific modulating conditions. Because the difficulty of applying these electrical or magnetic stimulation techniques in an MRI environment, fMRI has rarely been used to investigate the cortical response in these settings. Our findings in this study suggest a potential new avenue of non-invasive treatment and monitoring of chronic headache.
The 25-min visual stimulation with the physiologically strong striped pattern, i.e., SF 2.8 cpd, significantly enhanced the FC within the visual cortex and altered the FC to V1 in other regions too, with a lasting effect even after the cessation of the stimulation. This suggests prolonged visual stimulation with the stressful pattern may alter visual system FC network and its relationship with other networks. Viewing this stressful pattern for a few seconds induces perceptual illusions and visual discomfort, and prolonged viewing without interruption may trigger headaches in patients with migraine and induce seizures in patients with photosensitive epilepsy [Wilkins, 1995] . The perception of these visual symptoms, however, diminishes with decreased SF, and the symptoms completely vanish when viewing the nonstressful striped pattern with SF 0.27 cpd, suggesting a transition function of the pattern-induced perceptual illusions with SF. The threshold SF TH , above which the pattern provokes illusions, can be determined from the transition function, and then an appropriately selected supra-threshold SF, that is just above SF TH , may be used to construct a safe, comfortable and repetitive visual stimulation paradigm to modulate visual cortical FC for prophylactic treatment in patients suffering visually triggered headaches or seizures. We hypothesize that, with a daily prolonged comfortable r Huang and Zhu r r 5482 r visual stimulation, the brain will be gradually adapted to the stimulation and the adaptation consequently reduces the visual cortical hyper-response to the stimulation. If this hypothesis is correct, then the adaptation should yield a new transition function with a decreased number of the perceptual illusions induced by the SF. After the brain is adapted to the first selected SF, the new transition function can be used to appropriately select a second slightly increased SF to repeat the whole visual modulation process, and the consequent adaptation would further reduce the visual cortical hyper-response. Repeating this process with successively increased SFs until the brain is adapted to all SFs may result in a modulation-reduced visual cortical hyper-response to the stressful patterns. Such a study, however, is beyond the scope of this study.
The main goal of this study was to test the effects of stressful visual stimulation on visual cortical FC. To the best of our knowledge, this is the very first rs-fMRI study to investigate these effects. This is our first pilot study to investigate the dynamic change of the brain connectivity under and after visual stressful stimulation. The one-time visual stressful stimulation-induced effect was acute and relatively short-lived. Based on the time course of the visual cortex functional connectivity (Fig. 3A) , we estimate that it would take 0.5-1 h to recover back to the baseline before the visual stimulation was applied. It will be interesting to find out how long the effect lasts and whether repeated application of this visual stressful simulation will alter the length of the recovery. These questions are important because they are directly related to the potential of using visual stimulation as a tool in the treatment of migraine headaches and seizures. Interestingly, Forster and his colleagues demonstrated that a seizure patient with a sensitive range from 15 to 35 Hz was rendered insensitive to the 20 Hz visual stimulation after repeated administration of visual stimulation at this frequency, but seizure discharges were still produced at the frequencies of 15, 25, or 30 Hz [Forster et al., 1964] . This implies a frequency-specific adaptation to repeated visual stimulation and potentially lasting effect.
In summary, in addition to the pattern-induced perceptual illusions/distortions and visual discomfort in most people, headaches in patients with migraine, and seizures in patients with photosensitive epilepsy, the stressful striped pattern with SF 2.8 cpd was found to provoke an enhancing and lasting effect on the visual cortical FC. The visual cortical hyper-response to this stressful pattern is likely to be responsible for these pattern-induced symptoms. In contrary, the non-stressful striped pattern with SF 0.27 cpd did not induce any such effects. These results suggest that an appropriately selected SF may be used to construct a safe, comfortable and repetitive stimulation paradigm to visually modulate the visual cortical hyperresponse, and a modulation-reduced visual cortical hyperresponse may yield a non-invasive neuromodulation technique for prophylactic treatment of visually triggered headaches and seizures.
